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thickness as the latter grows. Such evidence indicates that the waves are due to a hydrodynamic instability of the Tollmien-Schlichting type, active in the range 'e^Z x 10 . At about Re = 4 x 10 the oscillation undergoes Fourier dispersion ("line broadening") which results in a fully random spectrum, characteristic of turbulence, by Re x = 5.5 x 10 6 . This impl.es that transition is caused by break-up of these waves, as also corroborated 'jy meanflow profiles, surface data and shadowgrams taken simultaneously. Comparison shows that transition is first signaled by the appearance of these waves, much earlier than detected by ordinary sensors. Surface sensors seem to give a false olongation of the transition zone, perhaps because of the thermal diffusion on ^he wall. •Müippjii -■■n-f"-- 
LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
The data described herein were obtained from magnetic tapes generated in the course of an extensive study of the hypersonic boundary layer on a cone. Reference 1 describes the overall turbulent boundary layer and model surface properties observed in the test matrix, while Reference 2 concentrates on the turbulence properties following transition.
For the sake of completeness, the experiment conditions will be outlined briefly. The tests were done at Wind-Tunnel B of the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) at Tullahoma, Tennessee, shown on Figure 1 . Flow conditions were: Mach number M«, = 8, Reynolds number Re* m = 1.7 x 10 to 2.6 x 10 per foot and total temperature T 0 = 750 o K ( 1 360 o R). The flow was continuous (e.g., 10 hours) and the flow uniformity in the test section very satisfactory (standard deviation of 0.01 in the Mach number). Free-stream turbulence levels were measured as follows: pressure p'/p^ = 4.9 to 3.7 percent, and temperature fluctuations T'/T^ = 4.5 to 3 percent (as Re' . increases). These fluctuation levels are consistent with wind-tunnels of the size used, and interferred neither with the transition process nor with the detection of the boundary-layer instabilities.
All data were obtained at nearly adiabatic conditions in the boundary-layer of the heavily instrumented 5-foot long, 5-degree half-angle circular cone with a very sharp nosetip, supplied by the General Electric Company and shown on Figure 2 . For certain portions of the experiment, the model was pitched to ±3 degrees angle of attack, while for others air was uniformly injected through its porous surface at carefully metered rates to simulate various Kvels of material ablation. Surface pressures, temperatures and heat rates were monitored continuously throughout the experiment. Furthermore, external instrumented rake mounting miniature probes were traversed vertically to the surface at various distances from the tip, to obtain high resolution boundary-layer profiles as shown on Figure 3 . A complete spark-shadow photographic file of the flow at each testing condition was also made.
One of the probes used was a sub-miniature hot-wire anemometer coupled to a specifically constructed compensated amplifier, set to measure unsteady signals to beyond 1 MHz -a factor of five higher than the frequency of any observed instability. Just prior to the measurement, each hot-wire was individually calibrated, and at each point in the flow it underwent changes of its bias current necessary for later separation of its signals into flow variables. The probe s'gnals were recorded both on FM (500 kHz) and direct (1.5 MHz) channels of a 1/2 inch tape magnetic recorder, with 5 other channels receiving simultaneous data on the probe position, pitot pressure, etc.
The taped data containing boundary-layer stability information fall into two categories. "High resolution" data were recorded at fixed distances x from the cone tip (x = 19, 29, 39 and 55 inches) and at ten vertical distances from the model surface at each x, usually in increments of about 0.1^. At tach point, moreover, the wire output was recorded for 6 to 7 seconds at 120 kps for each "overheat" (bias current) to enable later "modal analysis"; i.e., :■ separation into flow variables. These data were taken primarily with 0.00002" dia. hot-wires which have a superior signal-to-noise ratio; they are ideal for modal and Fourier analysis of the instabilities and for their spatial resolution in the vertical (y) direction. They are less suited for amplification-rate measurements because of the large separation between x positions. In the second category, there are "low resolution" data obtained with 0.00005" dia. wires for P 0 = 150 psia at intervals Lx = 2 inches between x = 19 and 39 inches (Re x range from 1.37 x 10 6 to 2.8 x 10 6 ) and, for P o = 350, between x = 19 ar.d 39 inches (Re x range from 3.2 x 10 6 to 6.5 x 10 6 ); these span the entire 'nstability-transition process, from the first appearance of oscillations .o complete turbulence breakdown. In these cases, the hot-wire was traversed vertically at each x, continuously from y ~ 0 to beyond the layer edge at nearly constant speed and for a single fixed (high) bias-current setting. From such data the stream-wise evolution of instabilities and their spectrum can be determined, if one is content with using the unresolved "raw" hot-wire signal alone.
METHOD OF MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING
The magnetic tape "library" utilized in this contract was collected as follows The hot-wire (HW)j total-temperature probe (T t ) and pitot tube (Pj.) supplied signals to the circuits diagrammed in Figure 4 . For the "high resolution" data (see above), the probes were fixed at some distance y above the cone surface at a length x away from the cone tip. The tape recorder was started and the hot-wire signals were transmitted to channels 1 (FM) and 4 (direct) of the recorder through the ADP 1213 amplifier. At the same time the mean wire voltage was deposited on channel 3 (FM) after voltage-to-frequency conversion into a pulse train. Similar VFC conversion was used to deposit the Tt and P(-signals on channels 5 and 7 respectively. A 20 KHz tone signal was also recorded on channel 2 to mark the record duration (so that, on playback, the operator knows when it is permissible to process signals for that particular x and y). At the end of 10 seconds, the tone was interrupted, the tape recorder stopped, and the probe rake moved to another position y, where the process was repeated. When sufficient y points had been probed, the rake was removed to another distance x behind the nose-tip and the process repeated, For tape no. 65, which contains the "low resolution" data, the process was modified slightly, by connecting a voltage source indicating y (i.e. probe position above the cone surface) to channel 6. The probes were brought (as closely as possible) to the surface and the tape recorder started. Then the channel 2 tone was switched "on" and the probe was actuated to move at constant speed away from the surface, through the boundary-layer and into the free-stream. Shortly after probe exit from the boundary-layer (e.g. y -2') the tone was switched "off" and the probe motion and tape recorder stopped.
INSTABILITY OBSERVATIONS IN THE LAMINAR IAYER
The existence and intensity of the laminar waves were first revealed by the shadow photographs such as Figure 5 taken routinely during the wind-tunnel tests noted above. The photographs showed that the waves were always present
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in the laminar boundary-layer; it was common to find a wave train 10-20 wavelengths long upstream of transition. The waves appeared even in the presence of mass injection and angle of attack, and increased in intensity along the flow. Significantly, photographs taken at random over a period of many testing days, showed that (a) transition to turbulence was always preceded by the appearance of the instability, (b) there was no case noted vhere the waves were not followed by transition.
Typical waveforms obtained with the low-resolution hot-wire anemometer are shown in Figures 6 and 7 . It is clear, as will be reiterated below, that the fluctuation magnitude is 1 highest near, and in fact persists considerably beyond, the boundary-layer edge & as measured from the velocity profile (see Reference 2 for details on computing 6). Using 6 and the ed^e velocity u,, the non-dimensional fluctuation wavelength l/b = u e /f 0 6 was found f^om .ne center frequency f 0 of the fluctuation, using the spectrum plots discussed below. Figure 8 shows that ^ A 2^ and grows much slower with x than does f,, giving proof that the observed waves are related to the model boundary layer as opposed to the tunnel flow. For surface blowing at -= 0,0015, '-/>• remained constant with Re x but its value increased to about 4. In terms of actual frequency these signals occur in the range 40-180 KHz". High resolution energy spectra of the hot-wire output are shown on Figure 9 . Note the appearance of a "higher harmonic" in these plots. Although not all the taped data have been examined yet in detail, as many as two such harmonics (additional to the main peak) have been discerned so far.
A limited portion of the hot-wire signals such as shown in Figures 5-9 have been separated into local, wideband root-mean-square temperature T'/T and velocity u'/u fluctuations. The distribution of these with distance y from the wall are shown typically on Figure 10 . The remarkable feature of this result is that, whereas the temperature (density) fluctuations are very large (25 percent) the corresponding velocity fluctuations are miniscule, and in fact show no prominence at all at y/6 = 0.97. This finding is completely consistent with total enthalpy conservation and says that, in contrast with the low-speed case, the flow does not actually oscillate but rather forms a succession of peaks and valleys in its own density. Thus, although the frequency characteristics conform to classical stability theory, the physical character of the oscillation is totally new.
"A question has been raised as to how it is possible to "change frequencies" between two x positions. This is explainable by selective amplification, by which each Fourier component continuously amplifies or damps along the flow. In fact this explanation is strong evidence that the observations agree with the linear hydrodynamic stability theory.
FREE-STREAM TURBULENCE LEVEL
All Lransition experiments should include a description of the free-stream turbulence, i.e. the ambient disturbance level. For this test, this level was measured quantitatively as follows;
(velocity fluctuations) 0 (temperature fluctuations) 4.57» p' (pressure fluctuations) 4.97,
The above are wideband fluctuations normalized with the local mean. These levels are not large compared to other wind-tunnels; see Figure 11 , where the stream dynamic pressure q^ and tunnel-diameter Reynolds number Re^Q are plotted. Equally important is the free-stream turbulence spectrum shown on Figure 12 , whose great differences from Figure 9 confirm that the boundarylayer waves described herein are not obscured by the free-stream turbulence.
PHENOMENA IN THE TRANSITION ZONE
Variation of Mean Properties
Before tackling the observed laminar waves, we checked the cone boundary-layer to ensure that we had a well defined laminar flow before, and a well defined turbulent flow after the transition zone. Typical velocity profiles are shown on 
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The conclusion from such displays (Figures 13-16 Figure 18 is a summary of the boundary-layer transition beginning ("BEG.") and end ("END") as sensed by nine different methods involving six separate instruments -surface thermocouples, surface heat flux gages, shadowgrapb, hot-wire anemometers, pitot tubes and total-temperature probes. The definition of "beginning" and "end" is clarified on Table I . The conclusions drawn from Figure 18 are: (1) laminar waves are the first to signal the transition process, far upstream from all other sensors, (2) probes immersed in the flow give a much shorter transition zone than surface thermal instruments, presumably because the vehicle materi.1 conductivity "spreads out" the transition zone, and (3) the boundary-layer thickness is the last to signal transition onset. The latter conclusion implies that once it appears, turbulence spreads towards the wall faster than towards the external flow.
The Fluctuating Flow in the Transition Zone
As seen from Figure 18 and Table I , the laminar waves appear considerable upstream of where transition is indicated by all other sensors. An overill view of the events preceding, including and following the laminar oscillations is given by Figure 19 . Here we have plotted the Lpectra of the first power of the hot-wire signal (at the highest overheat used) extending to 320 KHz, for zero blowing and angle of attack (« = X = 0). At each x (or Re x ) position spectra were recorded at y intervals of 0.08 5, sta/ting at y -0.12 6, and set up in the Figure to give a three-dimensional view of intensity, frequency and distance from the wall. The spectrum nearest the wall (i.e., at y = 0.12 5) lies on the "far" side of each diagram, while the free stream appears nearest the reader. These are low-resolution spectra, each bordered on the left by a tall, broad "blip" marking zero frequency, and resting on a noise "baseline".
The "fundamental" oscillation first appears around Re v = 1.5 x 10 and is , clearly and strongly formed by 2.6 x 10°. A little later, at Re x ■ 3.5x10 the second harmonic appears, and both peaks continue growing until about Re x = 4 x 10 . At this point spectral dispersion begins, with a decrease of the oscillation intensity and the appearance of turbulence. The first harmonic is barely visible at Re^ = 5.2 x 10 , and finally the spectrum appears fully random at 3.5 x 10 .
The quantitative surface heat rate and boundary-layer profile data taken simultaneously and discussed in the previous section, show that the surface heat flux first departs from its laminar level at Re c = 5. There has been some question whether hypersonic transition is preceded by bursts, and a study was made of the instability waveform at Re x = 4.8 x 10 , which is well after spectral dispersion begins and shortly before the surface heat rates first depart from the laminar value. It is quite clear that burstJ exist superimposed on the periodic structure. Note that the latter is still visible as far away from the boundary-layer edge as y •-1.84 5. This is shown on Figure 20 . Figure 21 summarizes the growth of the oscillations and their dispersion by traversing the low resolution sensor at y/6 = 0.70 in the region 2.3 x 10° < Re x '' 6.5 x 10^. In this rather condensed view the bursts are harder to distinguish from the noise, but the appearance and decay of the waves is clear. Note, too, that the "final" turbulence intensity is not perceptibly greater in amplitude than the periodic wave amplitude prevailing for some distance prior to transition. Modally-resolved high--.'solution wideband fluctuation data as presented in References 2 and 3 confirm this phenomenon. For example, the wideband T'/T level at y/6 -0.7 has already reached 0.25 as early as Re x = 3.2 x 10 , which is about the maximum achieved later by T'/T through and after the transition zone. The detection of transition in the body of the boundary layer cannot be done precisely, therefore, without a full spatial, modal and Fourier resolution of the hot-wire signal.
The Amplification Rates of Laminar Oscillations
The school of thought built around stability theory likens the laminar boundary layer to an "amplifier" receiving as "input" small disturbances " m *^^^M^J* a^^^^^" M I mM -.-^-a^l ._^Ä^(M from upstream (e.g. stream turbulence, wakes of roughness elements, etc.) and producing as "output" large oscillations which brck op into turbulence. Transition can be delayed or hastened depending on the magnitude and spectrum of the input and the "gain" of the amplifier. If the gain is known, then transition can be predicted from the flow disturbance inputs given for specific flight applications or wind tunnel experiments. According to classic stability theory and its extension by L. Mack to the present case (Reference 4), the gain is so selective that along a given boundary layer streamline some fluid fluctuations amplify while some others damp.
Recent results on this contract are shown on Figures 22 through 25 Figure 22 we show the amplification rate
as a function of streamwise distance along the body or its equivalent
where Re x is the Reynolds number based on the unit Reynolds number R e ' at the boundary layer edge (in this case Re' = 65,400 cm"-'-) and the distance x from the sharp cone tip. The quantity A is the spectral density (e.g. volts/Hz) of the sensor output for a given frequency f; the latter is also made non-dimensional using the constants Re', as above, and the edge velocity u e (=l,136 m/sec): , is connected with the "second harmonic" seen in the spectra. It is speculated that if more data are available to fill the lower R region, and especially the higher F regions of Figure 24 (say F > 2 x 10"^) more stability regions will be found. In fact, a hint of a third neutral boundary is shown on the upper right hand side of the data on Figure 24 . Finally, a puzzling feature of Figure 24 is the existence of two lines of maximum amplification at the bottom of the Figure; as will be seen below, it is suspected that the lowest maximum amplification line shown is due to inclined first-mode waves. Another is that even the lowest frequencies amplify in the range 1800 < R < 2400.
The black cross on Figure 24 marks the frequency of maximum amplification for second-mode waves from the theory of L, Mack (Reference 4), For perfect agreement, the cross should lie on the dashed line immediately above it. This comparison with stability theory is better shown on Figure 25 , which re-draws an isolated case from Figure 23 , The agreement with Mack's theory is good, both as regards the location of the most amplified frequency and as regards the magnitude of the amplification.
DISCUSSION
The surprise initially created by the clarity and ease of detection of the instabilities at these hypersonic conditions stems from the difficulties met in earlier experiments done at supersonic speeds (References 6,7). In this earlier case the theory predicts lower amplifications for the second mode and a higher susceptibility of interaction with and masking by wind-tunnel stream turbulence, e.g., sound radiation. Also, at 1 < M < 5 the density gradients in the layer are correspondingly lower, while velocity oscillations u 1 there give density fluctuations ^ which are relatively low:
At hypersonic speeds, say S < Me < 10, the theory pr edicts hi ghe r ampli f L~t ion s and \Jeaker coupling betwe en instabilities and extraneous nois e from t h \IIi ndtunn 1 flow. Furthermore, the hi gher M creat e s l a r ge density gr a dien ts a cr oss th e layer and larg e r density fluctuations for a giv en ve loci ty f luctua tion within it. The point made her e is that at hyp ersonic sp eeds the in s tabili ty events observed are both more pertinent to transition a nd cl ea rly ea si e r t o measure. This r egime is, of cours e , also the one of current in te r est in f li ght applic a tions.
There is also much inter~st in relating the surfac e flux phenomena t o the a ctual tra nE:itional phenomena in the flow. La Graff ha s found tha t the max imum in t he gross (raw) wi deband si gnal of the hot-wir e a s the latt er is trav ers ed a long th e layer (pr esumably at constant y/ 6 ) coincides \..rith th e point of "beginning " transition a s s ens ed by surfac e hea t flu x s ensors (R e f e r enc e 8 ). The pr e s ent findings a r e somewha t different: the only important coincidenc e found he r e is th~ disa ppearanc e of the first ha rmonic pea k (i. e ., tota l Fouri e r di spe r s ion or "randomiza tion") \Jith the ''beginning " tra nsition as s en sed \..rith the s urfa c e hea t flux . And, if one concentra t e s exclusively a t th e phy s ical ( e . g . y / 6 -0.70) and Fouri e r ( e . g ., f -2 ue / 6 ) spac e r egion wher e t he '~ction occurs ", t he n one see s littl e of a ny ma ximum in the fluctuation int ens ity as th e sens or i s swept through t h e transition zone .
• ONCLUS TONS
' The f ollm,r ing can be c onc lud ed fro m thi s experimen ta l work:
1. Ther e exists an in tense , omnipre s ent wav e structur e throu gh th e l a mi na r a nd tra nsitiona l boundary l ayer on the cone mod e l, which is a ppa r ently two-dimensional in cha rac ter. The wav e s a r e concen t r a t ed near the l aye r edge a nd a r e moving r e l at iv e to the s ur fa c e , with a wave l e ngt h of slightl y in exc e s s of 2 6 .
2 . The \..raves a r e not grossly a f f e e ted by mo..! er a t e angl e of at t ac k, s urfa c e mass inj ect ion r ates or wind-tunne l tu r bul ence . In a physic a l sense t he wav es are ma de up of density cr es t s a nd va ll eys as oppos ed t o ve l ocity fluctu a tion s ; as ma ny a s t hre e ha rmonics, i ncludi ng the fund amenta l, hav e been ob ser ved.
3. The wav e s have b een found to c a us e tran s ition to tu r bul enc e by t empora l, spatia l and Fouri er disp ersion, in the form of burs ts , diffus i on t m,ra rd the s ur fa c e , a nd s pect r a l dilu t ion t m,ra rd a r a ndom st ruc tur e .
4. Other sensor s employed place the t r a ns ition on set c on s id er a bly down st r eam from wher e the l a mina r \..rav e s \,re r e first seen. Surfac e se nsor~ y i e ld a much \,rider transition zone t han sensors he ld in t he boundary l ay er away from the wa ll.
RECOMMENDATIONS ON CONTINUED WORK
Although the processing of the present AEDC tapes is by no means complete, areas have been identified where further experimentation is necessary, especially to obtain data nut presently on hand.
a) Tiie height of the peaks shown on Figure 19 are plotted vs. distance-from the cone tip on Figure 26 . Note the increase and subsequent decay of the fluctuations, and also that the two curves (at P 0 = 150 and 350 psia) do not seem to coincide. Therefore,,data should be obtained at Hn =8, P 0 = 250 psia (Re^ = 37,000 per cm). These will enable us to bridge the gap shown on Figure 22 between the 150 psia and 350 psia data. It is important that, in addition to the data on hand, we have information at constant unit Reynolds number spanning completely the region from zero laminar waves to the fully turbulent case.
b) The effect of wall temperature on the stability should be examined. Lately, claims have been made about repeated stabilization and destabilization of the boundary layer as the surface temperature continues dropping. This is an important effect claiming a role in the so-called "transition reversal" phenomenon. We have a suitable model (4° half--angle cone) which can be internally cooled and can be used to study the instabilities with the cooled-wall condition. •-
